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Abstract— The high-power solid-state power controller (SSPC)1

will be a critical component for the future electrified aircraft2

propulsion system. This article presents the development of a3

1 kV 500 A bidirectional dc SSPC using SiC power modules and4

transient voltage suppression (TVS) diodes. The design procedure5

and implementation of the SSPC are presented in detail and the6

system level influence is discussed. Due to the limited power of7

a single switch, parallel and/or series connections of switches8

are necessary for high-power SSPCs, and the corresponding9

challenges are investigated with possible solutions. In addition,10

the high peak-to-average clamping voltage ratio caused by Ldi/dt11

of the turn-off current commutation and foldback characteristics12

of high-power TVS diodes is addressed. Finally, the testing setups13

for the high-power SSPC are presented, and all key functions are14

tested for the SSPC. The power rating and the specific power of15

the developed SSPC are superior to state-of-the-art counterparts16

to show the advantage of the developed one.17

Index Terms— Electrified aircraft, SiC power module, solid-18

state circuit breaker, solid-state power controller, TVS diode.19

I. INTRODUCTION20

THE electrified aircraft propulsion (EAP) system uses21

electric motors to fully or partially replace conventional22

engines to propel aircraft [1]. The benefits of EAP include23

increased propulsive efficiency, reduced CO2 emission, and24

lower noise levels [2]–[4]. For the development of the EAP25

system, protection is critical to ensure the safety and reliability26

of aviation.27

EAP systems often involve a power electronics enabled dc28

distribution, which suffers from high fault current due to the29

large dc-link capacitors and low fault impedance. Moreover,30
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Fig. 1. DC SSPC in a simplified EAP system.

there are no zero-crossing points for the dc distribution load 31

current. Conventional mechanical circuit-breakers normally 32

have a protection time of several milliseconds, which cannot 33

meet the EAP protection requirements due to the weak surge 34

capability of power electronics devices [5]. The emerging 35

solid-state power-controller (SSPC) with several or tens of 36

microseconds protection time promises to provide reliable 37

protection for the EAP system. 38

An example of using the dc SSPC in a simplified EAP 39

system is shown in Fig. 1. In the system, the SSPC is inserted 40

between the batteries and the cable connected to a downstream 41

motor drive. Two SSPC cells are on the positive and negative 42

buses, respectively, to maintain symmetry and limit the maxi- 43

mum voltage stress from each bus to the ground. With batteries 44

as the source, the SSPC needs to be bidirectional so that it can 45

operate with both charging and discharging modes. 46

Compared to simple solid-state circuit breakers (SSCBs), 47

SSPCs incorporate more functions including remote control, 48

soft start, ground fault indicator, and condition monitoring [6]. 49

These functions enable smarter coordination with other protec- 50

tion devices in the system and better adaptability in the EAP 51

system. Besides these functions, high specific power is also 52

required for SSPCs in the EAP system. 53

For future EAP systems, the power rating can achieve 54

the megawatt range and beyond, and the voltage rating can 55

be increased to the medium voltage level [1]. However, 56

the published SSPCs, including commercial products and 57

academic research studies, still have very limited power and 58

voltage ratings. Table I lists reported high-power or high- 59

voltage commercial SSPC products and academic prototypes. 60

For commercial products, the maximum power rating is only 61
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TABLE I

REPORTED HIGH-POWER OR HIGH-VOLTAGE SSPCS

Fig. 2. Common SSPC topology.

40.5 kW, and the maximum voltage rating is only 375 V. For62

academic prototypes, the one with the highest power rating63

can be found is 54 kW SSPC developed in [7] and [10], and64

the one with highest voltage rating is a 540 V unit developed65

in [8] and [10].66

There is a clear need to push the voltage and power rating67

higher for future EAP applications. However, developing high-68

power and high-voltage SSPCs poses additional challenges.69

The main challenges come from the required high power70

rating components. The required components in the SSPC71

mainly include power semiconductor switches and the energy72

absorption unit in Fig. 2.73

Due to the lack of power semiconductor switches with74

sufficient current or voltage ratings, parallel and/or series75

connections of switches for higher power and voltage ratings76

are needed. Paralleling of discrete MOSFETs is commonly77

used in many SSPCs [7], [8], [10], [11]. The advantage is the78

low cost and flexible gate resistance of each switch. However,79

the overall size of the switches is large, which would sacrifice80

the power density. Instead, the power module integrated with81

multiple-paralleled bare dies can achieve high power density82

and the required current rating at the same time. However, the83

high turn-off current of the SSPC during fault may pose some84

additional challenges for power module design. For example,85

unwanted gate oscillations are observed in [10] and [12]86

when turning off high currents. On the other hand, the series87

connection of switches brings fewer concerns because the88

voltage balance benefits from the energy absorption unit.89

For the energy absorption unit, the transient voltage suppres-90

sion (TVS) diode is an attractive solution to the metal oxide91

varistor (MOV) owing to faster response speed and lower92

clamping ratio. Moreover, the MOV has a degradation issue,93

Fig. 3. System-level influence of the SSPC design and a typical protection
curve. (a) System-level influence. (b) Typical protection curve.

which makes it not suitable for aircraft applications [13], [14]. 94

The low-power TVS diode normally has a very low clamping 95

factor (ratio of clamping voltage to breakdown voltage), and 96

a typical value is around 1.33 [15]. However, for high-power 97

TVS diodes, to withstand the large power during the transient, 98

the foldback technique is required. This characteristic has 99

seldom been discussed in published literature, although some 100

of the tested waveforms can be noticed with such a phenom- 101

enon [11]. An alternative solution is to parallel low-power 102

TVS diodes to achieve a high power rating [16]. However, the 103

positive temperature coefficient and possible mismatch of TVS 104

diode breakdown voltage make it challenging to distribute 105

current evenly for multiple-paralleled TVS diodes, which is 106

not preferred by manufacturers [17]. 107

In this article, the challenges of constructing high-power 108

semiconductor switches and using high-power TVS diodes are 109

discussed in detail. Moreover, the influence of the SSPC on 110

system optimization is discussed and a comprehensive design 111

procedure is provided. Finally, the development and test of 112

a bidirectional dc SSPC with 1 kV 500 A (500 kW) rated 113

condition is presented. 114

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. 115

Section II describes the system-level influence and design 116

procedure of the SSPC. Sections III and IV are mainly about 117

the electrical design, which includes the two key topics: the 118

switch selection and the TVS diode selection. Section III 119

analyzes the challenges of paralleling and series of switching 120

cells. Then in Section IV, the high peak-to-average clamping 121

ratio issue caused by the commutation Ldi/dt voltage and 122

the foldback characteristic of high-power TVS diodes are 123

discussed. Section V introduces the implementation of the 124

hardware and software. In Section VI, the test setups and 125

results are presented. Finally, Section VII concludes the article. 126

II. DESIGN PROCEDURE OF SSPC 127

The SSPC design and protection curve determination pro- 128

cedures are discussed in this section. 129

A. Overall SSPC Design and Protection Curve 130

Determination Procedure 131

As a critical part of the system, SSPC design can be part 132

of the system optimization as shown in Fig. 3(a). The key 133
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Fig. 4. SSPC design procedure.

factor that can influence the system is the protection curve.134

A typical protection curve is shown in Fig. 3(b). It normally135

includes an instantaneous trip region for the short circuit136

protection and an overload or i 2t trip region for the overload137

protection [18]. The reason for the time delay of protection138

in the i 2t trip region is to minimize the nuisance trips caused139

by the possible transients in the system, e.g., inrush current.140

Therefore, the SSPC protection curve can be determined141

by these possible transients. With the determined protection142

curve, the weakest points in the current path can be protected,143

which could be the load, source, cable, or switch itself [19].144

Thus, the overload requirements of the load, source, and cable145

can be influenced by the protection curve. These overload146

requirements can influence the design and optimization of147

these parts, which in turn also influences possible transients in148

the system. Thus, a scientific way to determine the protection149

curve requires some iterations in the system-level study. With150

different systems, the normalized protection curves can be very151

different, e.g., the instantaneous trip current ranges from 1.5×152

to 11× of the rated current in [7]–[10] and [20]–[24].153

However, the detail of the entire system is not always154

known. In this case, the protection curve can be simplified to155

be determined by the device capability using the device and156

thermal design satisfying the rated condition and efficiency157

requirements. The overall SSPC design procedure in this158

article is shown in Fig. 4. First, the device is selected and the159

thermal management system is designed based on the rated160

condition requirement. Then, the short circuit current and i 2t161

curve of the SSPC is determined by the device capability.162

After that, the energy absorption unit is designed based on the163

instantaneous trip current and line inductance requirements.164

B. Design Specifications and Topology Selection165

The design specifications of the SSPC are listed in Table II166

with the required functions. The required high efficiency and167

specific power make the design challenging. Note that the rated168

voltage around 1 kV is mainly for near-term EAP applications.169

Higher voltage and power may be required for SSPCs in170

future EAP systems. However, the challenges addressed and171

techniques used in this article should also be applicable to172

those specifications.173

Commonly used topologies for SSPCs have been discussed174

in [25]. Among them, the one shown in Fig. 2 with a power175

semiconductor switch paralleled with the TVS diode as the176

energy absorption unit is selected owing to high reliability177

with the simplest structure and the minimum number of178

components. Note that this topology only includes one SSPC179

TABLE II

SSPC SPECIFICATIONS

cell while in Fig. 1 the bipolar structure requires two cells in 180

series. 181

III. DEVICE SELECTION, THERMAL DESIGN, AND 182

PARALLELED AND SERIES SWITCHES 183

In this section, the selection of the device and the thermal 184

design are conducted to meet the high efficiency and spe- 185

cific power requirements. More importantly, the challenges of 186

paralleling and series of switches in high power SSPCs are 187

identified and possible solutions are discussed. 188

A. Device Selection and Thermal Design 189

Device selection and thermal design are critical to the 190

specific power and efficiency of the SSPC. High power SiC 191

power modules with multiple paralleled bare dies are suitable 192

for the voltage and current range with the low conduction loss 193

and small required surface area for the thermal design. 194

Two SiC power modules HT3220 [16] from Cree company 195

are paralleled for the 500 A-rated condition. The module has 196

a common-source structure and is intended for bidirectional 197

applications. The device loss in the SSPC is mainly the 198

conduction loss. For each module, the conduction loss is 199

calculated as 200

Pcond =
(

Irated

Np

)2(
Rdson,f + Rdson,r

)
(1) 201

where Np is the number of paralleled power modules, and 202

Rdson,f and Rdson,r are the forward and reverse on-resistance 203

of the device, respectively. With Rdson,f = 5.2 m� and 204

Rdson,r = 4.4 m�, the conduction loss of each module is 205

calculated as 600 W. The loss for the two paralleled modules 206

is 1200 W. For two series SSPC cells, the overall loss 207

is 2400 W. 208

Liquid cooling is used for thermal management because of 209

its low thermal resistance. Based on the required thermal resis- 210

tance and surface area of the devices, a cold plate Wakefield- 211

Vette-120 960 is selected with a thermal sheet TG-A126X as 212

the thermal interface material. The cold plate has a double- 213

sided cooling structure, so the device can be placed on 214

both sides of the cold plate to reduce half of the required 215
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Fig. 5. Waveform of power module gate oscillation due to paralleled bare
dies with a paralleled MOSFET circuit in it.

surface area. The operating junction temperature Tj can be216

calculated by217

Tj = Tcl + Pcond,f Rth,jc + Np Pcond
(
Rth,tim + Rth,cp

)
(2)218

where, Rth,jc, Rth,tim, and Rth,cp are thermal resistance of power219

module junction to case per switch position, thermal interface220

material, and the cold plate, respectively. Pcond,f is the forward221

conduction loss corresponding to Rdson,f. The two sides of222

the cold plate have different thermal resistance, and the top223

side has a larger thermal resistance, which is used in the224

calculation. With the values of Rth,jc, Rth,tim, and Rth,cp to be225

0.07, 0.006, and 0.016 ◦C/W, respectively, the estimated Tj is226

74.2 ◦C with the coolant temperature Tcl = 25 ◦C.227

B. Paralleled Switches and Protection Curve Determination228

Paralleling switches can cause the static current imbalance,229

the dynamic current imbalance, and the potential paralleling230

instability issues. For SSPCs, since there are no high-frequency231

repetitive switching actions, the dynamic current imbalance232

has a minor impact. Thus, the main discussions are on parallel233

instability and static current balancing.234

The paralleling instability issue is found for multiple bare235

dies paralleled in one power module when turning off a high236

fault current. The differential mode gate voltage oscillation237

happens at high voltage and current stresses, due to the high238

transconductance in that region [26], [27]. The issue is severe239

for SiC MOSFETs with channel length modulation and is240

likely to happen in SSPC applications with high turn-off241

currents. An example waveform of the turn-off failure due to242

the bare die parallel instability induced by the small inner243

gate resistance of each bare die is shown in Fig. 5. The244

waveform is tested using the circuit in Fig. 2. For the power245

module used, the highest turn-off current without the gate246

oscillation can only achieve 1 kA at a junction temperature of247

90 ◦C [12]. The concern could be minimized by optimizing248

the inner gate resistance of each bare die with the development249

and maturation of high-power SiC power modules. However,250

in this case, we have to adapt the protection curve of the SSPC251

within the device safety operating area (SOA) to avoid gate252

oscillation.253

The power module contains ten SiC dies CPM2-1200-254

0025B (1.2 kV, 90 A-rated) per switch position [28], and255

Fig. 6. Determined protection curve of the SSPC.

Fig. 7. Placement and connection of paralleled power modules. (a) Module
placement. (b) Connection.

based on the SOA curve of the datasheet, each die can 256

withstand 250 A surge current for around 100 μs. Thus, 257

theoretically, for two paralleled modules with 20 dies, the 258

overall surge capability can achieve around 5 kA for 100 μs. 259

However, the module has to be limited with a turn-off current 260

of 1 kA at 90 ◦C to avoid possible instability issues [12]. 261

Thus, the instantaneous trip value is determined as 1.8 kA 262

for two modules in parallel. For the i 2t capability, the device 263

is characterized by the selected cold plate. The detailed 264

characterization method and results can be found in [18]. The 265

real-time junction temperature can be estimated during the 266

characterization by the measured Rdson of the device. In this 267

study, the i 2t region of the protection curve is conservatively 268

estimated by a temperature increase of less than 5 ◦C to 269

make sure the junction temperature of the power module is 270

lower than 90 ◦C. The determined protection curve is shown 271

in Fig. 6. 272

For paralleled power modules, this instability issue can 273

be easily avoided because the gate resistance of each power 274

module is flexible to change. 275

On the other hand, the static current balance of power 276

modules benefits from the positive temperature coefficient of 277

SiC MOSFETs. Using connection in Fig. 7, the paralleled 278

switches are in different modules so that the steady-state 279

current can be shared more evenly owing to the temperature 280

difference between the two modules with the lower thermal 281

coupling. 282
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Fig. 8. Shared gate driver for paralleled SSPC modules.

C. Shared Gate Driver283

To save the auxiliary power supplies, a shared gate driver is284

used for two paralleled common-source power modules with285

separated gate resistance for each switch position as shown in286

Fig. 7(b). The detailed gate driver circuit is given in Fig. 8.287

To ensure enough driving capability of the gate driver, a totem288

pole IC SQJ500AEP from Vishay with 9.2 m� sink resistance289

and 27 m� source resistance is cascaded after a gate driver IC290

IXDI609 from IXYS. The gate drive resistances Rgon and Rgoff291

for each switch in the module are 10 and 2.5 �, respectively.292

The logic of the input driving signal vdrive is the same as the293

driving voltage by selecting the driver IC IXDI609 to be an294

inverting one.295

D. Series Switches296

For 1 kV rated voltage, two SSPC cells are in series for the297

bipolar structure and higher voltage rating. The paralleled TVS298

diodes are helpful to clamp and balance the voltage across each299

series switch even with a certain timing mismatch during the300

transient. During steady state, the voltage could be unbalanced301

due to different leakage currents or insulation resistances of302

two series switching cells. To overcome the issue, each SSPC303

cell is paralleled with a 50 k� resistor to help with the static304

voltage balance.305

IV. TVS DIODE SELECTION AND HIGH306

PEAK-TO-AVERAGE CLAMPING RATIO307

OF HIGH POWER TVS DIODE308

The selection of the TVS diode is introduced, which follows309

a similar approach for selecting a low-power TVS diode [29].310

Some mismatches about the clamping voltage are observed311

during the implementation and test, which is discussed in this312

section.313

A. TVS Diode Selection314

The selection of the TVS diode is based on the voltage315

and energy requirements. The voltage requirements include:316

1) overall standoff voltage should be larger than the dc input317

voltage and 2) peak clamping voltage should be lower than318

the voltage rating of the paralleled switches. The absorption319

energy requirement needs to consider the largest loop induc- 320

tance, input voltage, and average clamping voltage. 321

The TVS diode AK10-380C from the Littelfuse Company 322

is selected with two in series for paralleling each SiC power 323

module. Thus, each TVS diode has a peak pulse current Icl 324

of 900 A. The standoff voltage is 380 V considering 250 V 325

voltage stress across each TVS diode when the SSPC is open. 326

The breakdown voltage Vbr for each TVS diode is between 327

401 and 443 V. The clamping voltage Vcl for each TVS 328

diode is between 412 and 450 V calculated from (3) using 329

Vcl,max = 520 V and Icl,max = 10 kA from the datasheet. 330

For two TVS diodes in series, the maximum overall clamping 331

voltage is 900 V when Icl = 900 A, which gives a 33% voltage 332

margin of the 1200 V voltage rating of the power module 333

Vcl = Vcl,max − Vbr

Icl,max
Icl + Vbr. (3) 334

The energy rating of the TVS diode is checked by compar- 335

ing the required pulsewidth length and the maximum withstand 336

time with the same peak pulse power. Moreover, with the over- 337

all inductance in the system, the maximum required absorption 338

energy for the TVS diode can be considered. The overall line 339

inductance includes the cable inductance given in Table II and 340

the equivalent series inductance of the battery in Fig. 1. Based 341

on [30], the series inductance of a 1 kV 200 Ah LiNiCoMnO2 342

battery is estimated to be 3.18 μH. Thus, the overall line 343

inductance is 8.18 μH. The maximum required pulsewidth 344

length is calculated with the minimum clamping voltage. With 345

a peak current of 900 A and a minimum clamping voltage 346

of 824 V, the peak pulse power is 742 kW. The required 347

pulsewidth is calculated using (4), and the result is 22.7 μs 348

�t = Lseries Ipeak,tot

Vcl,tot − Vbus
. (4) 349

Note that the energy curve tested for the TVS diode is 350

for the double exponential curve while the current waveform of 351

the TVS diode in SSPCs is more like a sawtooth shape. Thus, 352

the required withstand time of a sawtooth curve is normalized 353

from the exponential curve by a factor of 2.8 giving the same 354

energy dissipation [29]. For the double exponential curve, the 355

withstand time corresponds to the period for current reducing 356

to half of the peak value while for the sawtooth curve, the 357

withstand time corresponds to the period for current reducing 358

to zero. As shown in Fig. 9, the withstand pulsewidth for 359

a peak pulse power of 742 kW is 330 μs, which is around 360

14.5 times the required time, meaning the energy absorption 361

requirement can be met with a large margin. This energy 362

margin can allow the SSPC to operate in another system with 363

14.5 times of the line inductance or 14.5 times of the peak 364

current if the paralleled switch can successfully turn off. 365

B. Analysis of Voltage Stress During Turn-Off 366

The SSPC cell, including the power module and TVS diode 367

shown in Fig. 2, is tested. It is found that the voltage stress 368

is higher than expected. An example testing waveform is 369

shown in Fig. 10. The energy absorption unit is constructed 370

by one AK10-380C series with one AK10-240C with a lower 371

clamping voltage than selected TVS diodes, two AK10-380C 372
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Fig. 9. Peak pulse power rating curve of a TVS diode AK10-380C.

Fig. 10. Turn-off voltage spike of the switching cell. (a) Tested waveform.
(b) Zoomed in test waveform.

in series, in the design. The peak voltage across the drain to373

the source of the device is 1114 V when the turn-off current374

is 1285 A, and the average clamping voltage is around 520 V.375

When the selected TVS diodes in the design with higher376

breakdown voltage are used, the peak voltage would exceed377

the device voltage rating of 1200 V.378

For the low-power SSPCs, the turn-off voltage stress is379

constructed by a nearly constant clamping voltage and Ldi/dt380

voltage caused by the commutation. However, in the zoomed-381

in waveform of Fig. 10, the clamping voltage (Vcl,fb = 800 V)382

across the TVS diode is still much higher than the average383

clamping voltage of 550 V even after the di/dt of the commu-384

tation current drops to zero at the time instant t1. This is due to385

the foldback characteristic of high-power TVS diodes, which386

features as the clamping voltage drops at the beginning of the387

clamping period. The overall voltage stress can be decomposed388

into three parts as listed in Table III in this case. The voltage389

caused by the foldback characteristic can take around 25.1%390

of the overall voltage stress. The peak-to-average clamping391

ratio is 2.14.392

TABLE III

VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN OF THE TESTED SSPC CELL

Fig. 11. Surge response caused by foldback of high power TVS diode [32].

C. Foldback Characteristic 393

The foldback characteristic of high-power TVS diodes 394

reduces the clamping voltage to a lower voltage level to 395

limit the power dissipation and prevent thermal runaway. 396

An example surge curve caused by the foldback characteristic 397

is shown in Fig. 11. The voltage across the TVS diode at 398

the beginning of the breakdown is higher than the average 399

of the clamping voltage. Such characteristic is specific for 400

high power TVS diode to achieve a small die size while 401

accommodating high pulse currents. The largest conventional 402

TVS diode without the foldback characteristic from Littelfuse 403

Company is 30KPA series, which can only achieve 300 A peak 404

current for 20 μs exponential curve [31]. Products from other 405

companies, e.g., Bourns, also follow a similar trend. Therefore, 406

such characteristics can hardly be avoided when using high- 407

power TVS diodes to develop high-power SSPCs. 408

D. Solution to Reduce Overvoltage 409

To reduce the overvoltage of the switch, the part that can be 410

minimized is the one caused by Ldi/dt. In this article, a solu- 411

tion is conceived from [33] of using dedicated overvoltage 412

clamping MOVs to parallel with energy absorption MOVs 413

to reduce the overvoltage induced by the large inductance. 414

Similar solution and design methodology are used here to 415

separately select a dedicated overvoltage clamping TVS diode 416

to parallel with the energy absorption TVS diode as shown 417

in Fig. 12. The overvoltage TVS clamping diode is selected 418

as ATV50C401JB (two in series) with a breakdown voltage 419

of 894 V. These TVS diodes feature smaller packages and are 420

placed closer to the switch to reduce the commutation voltage. 421

Moreover, they do not have the foldback characteristic. 422
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Fig. 12. Modified SSPC topology with overvoltage clamping TVS diodes.

Fig. 13. Turn-off waveform of the SSPC cell with overvoltage clamping
TVS diodes.

With the paralleled TVS diodes in Fig. 12 used, tested423

waveforms are shown in Fig. 13. This test is with two424

AK10-380 in series as the energy absorption TVS diodes425

and six paralleled and two series ATV50C401JB TVS diode426

arrays as the overvoltage clamping TVS diodes. The average427

clamping voltage is around 680 V. Note that this average428

clamping voltage is much smaller than the expected value in429

the design stage because of the foldback characteristic. The430

peak voltage is 1049 V when the turn-off current is 1322 A431

using the same gate resistance of 5.5 � for the device to432

turn off. The peak-to-average clamping ratio is reduced from433

2.14 without the overvoltage TVS diodes to 1.54 with the434

overvoltage TVS diodes. Note that the pink curve of the435

overvoltage TVS diode current is for one of the six paralleled436

TVS diodes. The negative current values before the TVS diode437

breakdown are measured because the Rogowski coil used is438

influenced by nearby conductors.439

The average clamping voltage is lower than the mini-440

mum value of 824 V in the design. This means that a441

TVS diode with underestimated energy requirement could be442

selected if the foldback characteristic is not considered in the443

design stage. Using the updated average clamping voltage, the444

required pulsewidth is calculated as 40.9 μs using (4), which445

is 80.2% longer than the expected pulsewidth of 22.7 μs in the446

design. Since enough margin is given in the design, the energy447

absorption requirement, in this case, can still be satisfied.448

As a summary, the foldback characteristic brings drawbacks449

including:450

1) Higher clamping voltage at the beginning of breakdown451

would overlap with the commutation Ldi/dt voltage to452

increase the device voltage stress.453

2) Lower average clamping voltage during the clamping454

period results in a longer interruption time and larger455

energy absorption requirement.456

Fig. 14. 3-D model of the mechanical design of SSPC.

V. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT OF SSPC 457

The hardware and software development and some other 458

functions are discussed in this section. 459

A. Hardware Development 460

For the implementation of protection, short circuit protec- 461

tion with the instantaneous trip is implemented by DeSat pro- 462

tection circuit. The i 2t or overload protection is implemented 463

with the sensed current using a hall sensor HAT-600S with a 464

±1800 A sensing rating. The voltage sensing is implemented 465

with the resistor divider. The temperature sensing is by resis- 466

tance temperature detector (RTD) inside the module with iso- 467

lated amplifiers for the central controller, a TMS320F28379D 468

controlCARD, of the SSPC. The controller area net- 469

work (CAN) serial communication is applied using an 470

SN65HVD235 CAN bus transceiver IC on the SSPC side. 471

Mechanical design is implemented for an integrated pro- 472

totype considering the insulation requirement. The bus bar 473

is designed to parallel power modules and connect the input 474

and output. The current density is controlled as a minimum 475

value of 5 A/mm2. Ceramic coating of the bus bar is applied 476

with the material of DK15-0907 from Solepoxy Company 477

for insulation purposes. The coating thickness is 0.15–0.3 mm 478

with a dielectric strength of 15 kV/mm, which can provide 479

an insulation voltage larger than 2.25 kV. In addition, the 480

enclosure is designed using FR4 material for insulation con- 481

sideration. The 3-D model of the mechanical design is shown 482

in Fig. 14. 483

B. Software Development 484

Software development can be divided into two parts. One 485

is for the distributed controller of the SSPC, and the other is 486

for the central controller of the PC. The SSPC controller is 487

implemented with C language for the DSP. The PC central 488

controller is developed with C# language. Communication is 489

also conducted between the two controllers through the CAN 490

bus. The overall control architecture is shown in Fig. 15. 491

The SSPC controller will sample the voltage, current, and 492

temperature information and send it to the central controller. 493

Besides, protection can be tripped based on the sampled 494

conditions and the fault information is feedback to the central 495

controller. Moreover, it can close, open, and reset the SSPC 496

based on commands from the central controller. 497

A user interface (UI) is developed for the central controller 498

and the main page is shown in Fig. 16. Switches control 499

options are provided, and each fault condition can be indicated 500
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Fig. 15. Control architecture of the SSPC.

Fig. 16. UI of the SSPC.

Fig. 17. Sensing circuit of the ground fault indicator.

once triggered. With the UI, users can remotely control and501

know the working conditions of the SSPC. On other pages502

of the UI, temperature and current monitoring can also be503

visualized.504

C. Soft-Start Function and Ground Fault Indicator505

The soft-start function is implemented in the SSPC to help506

reduce the inrush current during the turn-on of the switches.507

In [12], the detailed design is presented. A low-power auxiliary508

switch is turned on first to charge the load capacitance to509

reduce the drain–source voltage across the main switches. The510

main switch can be turned on with the drain–source voltage511

lower than 10 V. This minimizes the inrush current and reduces512

possible nuisance trips caused by it.513

The ground fault detector is mainly used to indicate the514

fault. It will not trip the SSPC to open, even when the fault515

occurs. The ground fault detector is implemented by checking516

the voltage differences between positive and negative buses to517

the earth with a sensing circuit shown in Fig. 17. The system518

is grounded with a 1 M� grounding resistance at the midpoint519

of the 1 kV bus. Differential amplifiers are used to sample the520

voltage between positive or negative buses to the ground to521

determine whether one of the buses is shorted to the ground.522

Fig. 18. Prototype of the developed SSPC. (a) Without enclosure. (b) With
enclosure.

TABLE IV

MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE DEVELOPED SSPC

Fig. 19. Steady-state test circuit and setup. (a) Test circuit. (b) Test setup.

The ground fault is indicated once the difference between two 523

sensed voltages is larger than a defined threshold. 524

VI. TEST CIRCUITS, TEST SETUPS, AND 525

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 526

The high-power test is also challenging due to the limited 527

facilities in the laboratory. Test circuits and setups are intro- 528

duced, and experiments are conducted to verify the design and 529

functionality of the developed SSPC. 530

A. Developed SSPC Prototype 531

The hardware is implemented with the enclosure. The 532

prototypes with and without enclosure are shown in Fig. 18. 533

The main components used are summarized in Table IV. 534

B. Steady-State Test 535

The steady-state test circuit is shown in Fig. 19. To avoid 536

the high-power load required for the test, the output of the 537

SSPC is short-circuited. The current through the SSPC is 538
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Fig. 20. Short circuit protection test circuit and setup. (a) Test circuit. (b) Test
setup.

controlled by a low-voltage high-current dc source operating at539

current limiting mode. The conduction loss of the SSPC is the540

same as operating with a 500 kW load with the same current541

of 500 A.542

With the voltage drops Vsspc1 and Vsspc2 of the positive and543

negative buses tested as 2.605 and 1.936 V, respectively, the544

overall loss is 2280.9 W, and the efficiency is 99.51%. Among545

the total loss, the power module loss is 2188 W, and the bus546

bar loss is 82.5 W. The difference between the voltage drops of547

the two modules is caused by the discrepancy of the switches.548

C. Short Circuit Protection Test549

Fig. 20 shows the short circuit protection test circuit and test550

platform. Two high-capacity capacitors are used to emulate551

the battery to generate a short circuit current. The voltage552

across the capacitors is 1 kV so that both high voltage and553

current stress under the worst operating conditions can be554

generated for SSPC switches. The line inductance is emulated555

with an air-core inductor. During the test, the SSPC is closed556

with a controlled coolant temperature to emulate the normal557

operation. Then, a short circuit event is triggered by a high-558

power half-bridge insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)559

module CM2500DY-24S (1.2 kV 2.5 kA rated). Fig. 21 shows560

the short circuit protection waveform at 75 ◦C. The SSPC561

protects at a current level of around 1760 A with a preset562

instantaneous current trip current of 1800 A.563

Fig. 21. Waveforms of short circuit protection with 1750 A total current.

Fig. 22. Test of series switches with paralleled TVS diodes.

To illustrate the voltage sharing performance of the series- 564

connected switches, a test waveform during the turn-off tran- 565

sient is shown in Fig. 22. During the transient, a negligible 566

delay can be observed between two measured drain-to-source 567

voltages. The peak voltages are 1090 and 1057 V, respectively 568

with less than 4% difference. 569

D. I2t Functional Test 570

I 2t capability cannot be fully tested due to the limitation 571

of available high current power sources in the laboratory. 572

Therefore, only a functional test is implemented. The test 573

circuit and platform are similar to the one used for the steady- 574

state test. The current source can generate a current higher than 575

the rated one for SSPC to detect and protect. The temperature 576

of the SSPC is controlled as 75 ◦C to emulate the rated 577

condition. Then the current source works to generate a high 578

current as of the overcurrent. A protection waveform is shown 579

in Fig. 23. The flag signal vflg is set when the SSPC controller 580

begins to accumulate the i 2t value. In this case, a 550 A 581

overcurrent, meaning 1050 A current corresponding to the 582

protection curve, is generated. With an expectation protection 583

time of 88 μs in the protection curve of Fig. 6, the SSPC 584

triggers at 91 μs. Note that the TVS diode in this test is 585

changed to LTKAK10-76C with a lower clamping voltage to 586

prevent the overvoltage of the low output voltage dc source. 587

E. Soft-Start Test and Ground Fault Test 588

The soft-start test waveform has been given in [12]. The 589

ground fault indicator is tested with a grounding hook to short 590
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Fig. 23. Waveforms of i2t protection.

Fig. 24. Weight breakdown of the developed SSPC.

Fig. 25. Power rating and specific power comparison.

circuit the positive or negative bus to the ground. The SSPC591

functions to detect and indicate the fault.592

F. Weight Breakdown and Power Density Comparison593

The weight breakdown of the developed SSPC is shown in594

Fig. 24. The main parts of the weight are mechanical-related595

parts, including enclosure and bus bars. The total weight596

with and without enclosure is 4.45 and 3.16 kg, respectively,597

corresponding to specific powers of 112.4 and 158.2 kW/kg.598

Fig. 25 shows the specific power and power rating compar-599

ison between the developed SSPC and other reported SSPCs600

with provided weight. Since the enclosure could be one of601

the main weight contributors, to have a fair comparison, the602

weights for cases with or without enclosure are labeled in 603

different shapes. The developed SSPC in this work shows a 604

much larger power rating and specific power density than the 605

state-of-the-art SSPCs. Moreover, other SSPCs in Fig. 25 are 606

all unidirectional while the one developed in this article is 607

bidirectional. 608

VII. CONCLUSION 609

This article presents the design and development of a 610

1 kV 500 A bidirectional dc SSPC for future electrified aircraft 611

applications. The electrical design of the SSPC is presented 612

in detail with the selection of SiC power modules and TVS 613

diodes. The challenges of paralleling and series switches to 614

construct high-power devices for high-power SSPCs are first 615

identified. Paralleling multiple dies in an SSPC with small 616

inner gate resistance for each die can cause the instability 617

issue during the high current turn-off. This instability issue 618

due to the immaturity of the high-power SiC power module 619

limits the protection curve to a relatively small region, which 620

can be overcome during the commercialization and maturation 621

of the power module. The series of switches can benefit from 622

paralleled TVS diodes in SSPC applications. 623

In addition, the high peak-to-average clamping ratio caused 624

by Ldi/dt of the turn-off current commutation and foldback 625

characteristics of high power TVS diodes is addressed. The 626

part of overvoltage caused by Ldi/dt is minimized by parallel- 627

ing lower power TVS diodes with smaller packages. 628

Finally, the testing setups for the high-power SSPC are 629

presented, and all key functions are tested for the SSPC. 630

The developed SSPC achieved an efficiency of 99.51% and a 631

specific power of 112.4 kW/kg. The power rating and specific 632

power are both much higher compared with state-of-the-art 633

SSPCs thanks to the high-performance SiC power module, 634

advanced thermal management system, limited switch voltage 635

stress with overvoltage clamping, and compact mechanical 636

design. 637
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